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 Somewhat different take than Lars Kai’s [very 
refreshing] view
 General data [not images]
 Blind for underlying data distribution
 Aim at automation / “it should always work”
 “Pessimistic”?  Realistic?

 Main message : think about the assumption that you 
[implicitly or explicitly] make when using SSL 
techhniques!
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 How to learn the parameters in models [for instance] 
considered by Castelli & Cover?

 First the model
 Likelihood formulation
 Integrating out for single observation
 Then likelihood of full set of observations

 Classical [and de facto] approach is through 
expectation maximization [EM]
 Alternate maximizing likelihood parameters

and determining expected labels
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 What if we do not have underlying statistical model?
 E.g. what to replace the EM steps with?
 Referred to as self-learning, self-training, pseudo-labelling, 

Yarowsky algorithm
 Appealing idea, so has been reinvented a dozen times
 [What happens if we do this with our stats model?]

 So what do we do if we self-learn SVMs?
 Bridge to low-density separation by considering hinge loss
 Sort of minmin optimization?
 Leads to transductive SVMs and one way to train it

 Think about how many SSL method actually fit self-
learning view
 Co-training, label propagation, EM, more?
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 Back to assumption
 Accepted idea : we have to relate to |
 Low-density separation is one way
 Manifold and cluster assumption are also often used
 [No-go theorem?]

 Can do great things if assumptions are correct
 “Theory” : if assumptions on data hold, SSL works
 Example of yesterday : works well…
 Can also improve supervised methods if assumption is correct!
 So, what happens if assumption is wrong?
 When would EM, or likelihood in general, go wrong?
 Can discounting help?  In what sense?
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 Qs?
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